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https://archive.org/details/TapeSoundOuttakeSounds
https://archive.org/details/MachinesOnMachinesSounds
https://archive.org/details/ArchivalSelections027 (Mystified- “Constant”)
https://archive.org/details/ArchivalSelections026 (Digital Mass- “The Murk”)
https://archive.org/details/ArchivalSelections025 (Mystified- “The Luminous Deep”)
https://archive.org/details/ArchivalSelections024 (Mystified- “Still Dreaming”)
https://archive.org/details/ArchivalSelections023 (Mystified- “Moonshine”)
https://archive.org/details/ArchivalSelections022 (Mystified- “In A Haze”)
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https://archive.org/details/ArchivalSelections007 (Mystified- “Eldritch Steps”)
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https://archive.org/details/Warped_Essence
https://archive.org/details/Mystified_Live
https://archive.org/details/mystified_Amalgam
https://archive.org/details/Altered_Signals_2
https://archive.org/details/Skywatchers_2
https://archive.org/details/HeatTraces
https://archive.org/details/AutoCadReclaimedPart2
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